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New Member Welcome!
Belgium has joined the IEA HIA and will be represented by Contracting Party WaterstofNet.
ExCo Meetings
The 71st IEA HIA ExCo Meeting was held by global webinar in four sessions on 25-26 November, and 2-3
December 2014. The 72nd IEA HIA ExCo meeting was held 10-12 February 2015 at the JRC in Petten, The
Netherlands and was hosted by Dr. Marc Steen, EC ExCo Member, and Giovanni F. De Santi, Director of
DG Joint Research Center (JRC) Institute for Energy and Transport (IET). The Technical Tour included a
visit to the facilities at the JRC where members viewed the high pressure hydrogen lab, an H2 sensor testing
lab, solid state storage activities, and the fuel cell testing facility.
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Both the End of Term Report 2009-2015 and the Strategic Plan 2015-2020 were accepted by the IEA CERT
at its late February meeting after having been approved in September by IEA REWP. These reports are
highlighted in this issue’s Publication Alert.
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The IEA launched the IEA Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Roadmap on 30 June. It is highlighted in this
issue’s IEA HIA Technology Spotlight.
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IEA HIA Promotion and Outreach
See below for an overview of late 3rd and 4th quarter 2015 opportunities to hear more from the IEA HIA.
EVENT NAME

DATE

PLACE

Hypothesis XI

7 Sept.

Toledo, Spain

World Hydrogen Technology
Conference

13 Oct.

Sydney, Australia

IEA HIA Keynote address by Dr. Stefan
Oberholzer; plus, IEA HIA experts featured
speakers in multiple technical sessions

Yokohama, Japan

IEA HIA Keynote
– Mr. Trygve U. Riis;
Chairman of “Government Safety Programs”
session – Task 37 OA Dr. Y. John Khalil

ICHS

12 Oct.

OUTREACH OPPORTUNITY
IEA HIA Plenary Lecture
– Mr. Paul Lucchese
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At the 72nd ExCo Meeting, the new IEA HIA Hydrogen Safety Task received final approval and a prime
number – 37. At that same meeting, the proposed P2H (Power to Hydrogen) received preliminary approval.
A task definition meeting intended to elaborate the P2H’s work plans is scheduled for Thursday, September
10 in Brussels. Initial definition of a new mining task will take place on October 14 in conjunction with
the World Hydrogen Technology Convention (WHTC). See Task Ink for all the latest task news. A task
definition meeting for the proposed task on hydrogen solutions for marine vessels may also take place this year.
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IEA HIA PUBLICATION ALERT
This edition features the IEA HIA End of Term Report 2009-2015 and the IEA HIA Strategic Plan 20152020. The IEA requires development of an End of Term Report (EOT) and a Strategic Plan (SP) for each
five year cycle. Both reports are the available on the IEA HIA website (www.ieahia.org).

IEA HIA End-of-Term Report for 2009-2015
The molecule diagram captures the strategic framework for the IEA HIA’s 2009-2015 term, which was
developed by the Executive Committee in a formal strategic planning exercise. The IEA HIA vision,
mission and strategy appear in the sidebar.

Vision

The HIA vision for a hydrogen future
is one based on a clean, sustainable
energy supply of global proportions
that plays a key role in all sectors of
the economy.
Mission

Accelerate hydrogen implementation
and widespread utilization to
optimize environmental protection,
improve energy security and
promote economic development
internationally while establishing the
HIA as a premier global resource for
expertise in hydrogen.
Strategy

Facilitate, coordinate and maintain
innovative research, development
and demonstration activities through
international cooperation and
information exchange.
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Themes and Portfolios

Collaborative R,D&D

For the 2009-2015 term, the IEA HIA identified three major themes that directed and shaped
its portfolio of tasks and activities. The themes are: Collaborative R,D&D; Analysis that Positions
Hydrogen; and Hydrogen Awareness, Understanding and Acceptance. Each of the three themes for
2009-2015 was associated with a set of portfolios. The themes and their respective portfolios are listed
in the sidebar.

Collaborative R,D&D Portfolios are:

A table depicting the tasks operational in the 2009-2015 term appears below:
Tasks Active and in Definition 2009-2015
TASK #

TASK NAME

DATE

STATUS

18

Integrated Systems Evaluation

2004-2009

Completed

19

Hydrogen Safety

2004-2010

Completed

21

BioHydrogen

2005-2010

Completed

21

BioInspired and Biological Hydrogen Production

2010-1013+

Completed

22

Fundamental & Applied H2 Storage Materials Development

2006-2012

Completed

23

Small-Scale Reformers for on-Site H2 Supply

2006-2011

Completed

24

Wind Energy and Hydrogen Production

2006-2011

Completed

25

High Temperature Production of Hydrogen

2007-2011

Completed

26

Advanced Materials for Waterphotolysis with H2

2008-2013

Completed

27

Near-Term Market Routes to H2 via Co-Gasification with Biomass

2009-2011

Completed
Continuing

28

Large-Scale Hydrogen Delivery Infrastructure

2010-2014

29

Distributed and Community Hydrogen (DISCO H2)

2011-2014

Continuing

30

Global Hydrogen Analysis

2010-2013

Continuing

31

Hydrogen Safety Task

2010-2013

Completing

32

H2 Based Energy Storage

2013-2016

Continuing

33

Local H2 Supply for Energy Applications

2013-2016

Continuing

34

BioH2 for Energy & Environment (Successor to Task 21)

2014-2017

Approved

35

Renewable Production

2014-2017

Approved

36

Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA) (Successor Task 30)

2014-2018

Approved

37

Hydrogen Safety

(2015-2018)

Approved

Power to Gas (P2G)/ Power to Hydrogen/ Power to Fuel
Marine Sector

(2015-2018)
(2015-2018)

In Definition
In Definition

In Definition












•
•
•
•

Hydrogen Production
Hydrogen Storage
Integrated Hydrogen Systems
Hydrogen Integration in
Existing Infrastructure

Analysis that Positions
Hydrogen
The three Analysis portfolios are:
• Technical
• Market
• Support for Political DecisionMaking
Hydrogen Awareness,
Understanding and
Acceptance
The three Hydrogen Awareness,
Understanding and Acceptance
portfolios associated are:
• Information Dissemination
• Safety
• Outreach

During this term, IEA HIA membership expanded to include Sponsor as well as Contracting Parties.
Nineteen (19) countries, the Commission of the European Union and one international organization,
the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), comprised the Contracting
Parties. As the first UN organization to join any Implementing Agreement, UNIDO has provided the
IEA HIA with a channel to the developing world, its many nations and growing energy needs.
Furthermore, the IEA HIA welcomed three sponsor members in 2013. In order of accession, they are:
the International Association for Hydrogen Safety (HySafe); the Nationale Organisation Wasserstoffund Brenstoffzellen (NOW); and Shell Global Solutions International BV.
The strategy and work program of the IEA HIA have become increasingly industry relevant. Whereas
industry participation at the task level was limited prior to the 2009-2015 term, it flourished during this
period. This development mirrors the growing pertinence of hydrogen and its commercialization to the
world’s future energy mix.
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IEA HIA Members
Australia
Belgium
Commission of the
European Union
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
HySafe
Israel
Italy
Japan
Korea

Significant Outcomes
Results and achievements of each task are summarized in the EOT. The major success stories for the entire
IEA HIA during this term include the following items:
• The growth and effectiveness of industry participation is a real success story.
• The effectiveness of industry participation enabled accession of Sponsor Members, signaling the
technical advancement of many hydrogen technologies and their appeal to the marketplace.
• Development of expertise in systems analysis through creation and completion of dedicated analysis
tasks has enhanced IEA HIA analytic capabilities.
• Viable cooperation was established with IEA Analysis.
• The inclusion of a chapter on hydrogen in the IEA ETP 2012 constituted a genuine breakthrough on
serious exposure for hydrogen.
• The IEA HIA successfully managed a very large portfolio of tasks, surmounting challenges such as
loss or transition of Operating Agents. This is a management and organizational success reflecting the
resilience of the IEA HIA’s ExCo and operations.
• Participation of ExCo Members and experts was steady and effective.
It is also noteworthy that the IEA has just launched a Hydrogen Roadmap (see Technology Spotlight),
which the hydrogen community expects will become a vehicle for policy legitimization and a focal point for
investment in hydrogen.
Other Key quantitative metrics for the period 2009-2015 appear in the table below:

Lithuania
The Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

This space intentionally left blank

NOW
Shell
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
United States
United Nations
Industrial
Development
Organization
(UNIDO)
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The results and achievements of collaborative research and information exchange comprise the return on
Member investments. Collectively, these results and achievements have improved the competitive position of
hydrogen. Moreover, the results and achievements of IEA HIA R,D&D and analysis also inure to the benefit
and advancement of other many other technologies.
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IEA HIA Strategic Plan for 2015-2020
Global energy conditions changed over the course of the 2009-2015 term. Prospects for hydrogen evolved as
well. Despite the changing conditions, the essential elements of the 2009-2015 IEA HIA strategic framework
–- mission, vision, strategy, themes and portfolios – remain relevant today. Therefore, the new plan preserves
these elements of the strategic framework. In response to the changing context, the Strategic Plan for 20152020 also identified overarching objectives that will shape our work program and activities during this period:
• Broaden the perspective on the transformative role of H2 by articulating and communicating its functions
and value as a highly flexible energy vector in an integrated future multi-sector energy system.
• Strengthen analysis activities with a special focus on IEA analysis & publications and the competitive global
energy technology environment.
• Focus on the development and implementation of the H2 infrastructure, highlighting storage, safety and
cost reduction.
• Raise the profile of the IEA HIA.
• Formulate messages from IEA HIA technical and analytic activities in order to guide and inform IEA’s
policy making activities.
• Foster productivity and progress through growth in membership, closer relationships and cooperation with
other H2 organizations, and a broader business orientation.
• Cultivate and deepen industry participation at the task and ExCo levels.
In turn, each of the three themes – Collaborative R,D&D; Analysis and Hydrogen Awareness; and
Understanding & Acceptance – established theme specific priorities, which appear in the diagrams below:
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The IEA HIA Strategic Plan 2015-2020 sets a high bar for our tasks and activities. We believe that the
progress in hydrogen technologies and the increasing global focus on climate change warrants greater
diligence on the part of the IEA HIA.
Across the globe, government-industry partnerships and alliances are forming to create action plans for
development of infrastructure and roll-out of fuel cell vehicles. Interest in hydrogen is growing – especially
in Asia – so the IEA HIA is putting a recruiting strategy in place to enlist new Contracting Parties from
these countries. The IEA HIA also remains in contact with other interested countries. Furthermore, the
IEA HIA is seeking new Sponsor Members in all eligible categories: public-private partnerships, industry,
associations (with a technical focus) and unfederated groups.
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Admittedly, the incumbent global energy industries and infrastructure have compelling maturity
advantages of size, scale and scope. However, hydrogen offers a compelling story of growing appeal to
public and policymakers, as well as private investors. As a highly flexible energy vector and energy carrier,
hydrogen can serve as a potent weapon against climate change in an integrated future multi-sector energy
system. During the 2015-2020 period, the IEA HIA will work to bring this vision closer to reality.
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THE HYDROGEN AND FUEL CELL MARKET SPACE
In January 2015, California State University Los Angeles (CSULA) became the first station in California
certified to sell hydrogen fuel to the public. The state certification is known as the California Type Approval.
The Mirai launch is underway. Toyota reports that California residents can order a Mirai – online only –
as of July 2015. For Mirai delivery Customers can choose one of eight authorized California dealers: San
Francisco Toyota, Roseville Toyota, Stevens Creek Toyota, Toyota of Sunnyvale, Longo Toyota, Toyota Santa
Monica, Toyota of Orange and Tustin Toyota. Prospective customers must agree to garage their Mirai vehicles in
California to be eligible to place an order. First deliveries are expected in October with a limit of one vehicle per
customer. Vehicle delivery is expected within 12 months of order submission.

CSULA HYDROGEN STATION
LOS ANGELES, CA

EPA says that the Mirai driving range is 312 miles with estimated 67 miles per gallon city/highway/
combined rating. The vehicle is available for sale or lease. The Mirai is priced at $58,315, including an $825
destination charge. Federal and state incentives can reduce the price by $13,000. A lease for $499 a month with
$3,649 due at signing will also be available. The lease arrangement includes complimentary hydrogen fuel for
three (3) years or $15,000 maximum, whichever comes first.
Customers who purchase the Mirai will enjoy a service plan that includes not only no-cost scheduled
maintenance for three years or 35,000 miles, whichever comes first, but also no-cost enhanced roadside
assistance for three years, regardless of mileage. They will also receive an eight year/100,000 mile warranty on
fuel cell components including: the FC stack and power control unit; hydrogen tanks; hybrid battery pack
and ECU; FC air compressor, boost converter and ECU; hybrid control module (power management control
module); and hydrogen fueling ECU.

TOYOTA MIRAI FCEV

The Ramos Oil hydrogen station in West Sacramento completed the commission process on July 8 and
is now officially open. The station was dedicated in December in December 2014 and has been providing
fuel to vehicles for months. According to the CaCHP, forty-eight (48) stations are now in development in
California.
The Symbio FCell hydrogen fuel cell range extender has been added to a fleet of Renault Kangoo ZE
pure electric microvans in the French postal service (La Poste). The two companies are testing vehicle
performance with the range extender, which is expected to double the electric microvan’s short 106 mile
range.
On May 4, Germany officially opened its first hydrogen refueling station at a highway location, the
TOTAL service area Geiselwind on the A3 between Wurzburg and Nuremberg. This fueling station
strengthens the southern Germany hydrogen infrastructure hub, which now includes stations in Frankfurt,
Stuttgart and Munich.
Group E, a Swiss utility, acquired the assets of Swiss Hydrogen Power SHP SA, formerly a Belenos subsidiary.
On acquisition, Group E renamed the former Belenos subsidiary. Its new name is Swiss Hydrogen SA. In this
transaction Swiss Hydrogen SA acquired the employees and the fuel cell assets of the former Belenos subsidiary.
In spring 2015, Swiss utility Axpo Holding Company announced that they have partnered with Coop
Cooperative to produce and deliver hydrogen produced via electricity generated at an AXPO hydropower
plant. Axpo will install an electrolyser, which uses electricity to split water into oxygen and hydrogen, at one of
their existing “run-of-river” power plants. Coop will deliver the hydrogen produced via new network of public
hydrogen fueling stations planned to open in 2016, the first of their kind in Switzerland.

CAFCP HYDROGEN STATION IN
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA

HYDROGEN FUEL STATION IN
GEISELWIND, GERMANY
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TECHNOLOGY SPOTLIGHT
In 2008, the G8 charged the IEA with development of technology roadmaps for some of the most
important technologies. On 30 June, the IEA launched the Technology Roadmap for Hydrogen and Fuel
Cells, the last roadmap in the series. The IEA HIA supported development of a roadmap for many years
and was actively engaged in the preparation process to the greatest extent possible. See http://www.iea.
org/publications/freepublications/publication/TechnologyRoadmapHydrogenandFuelCells.pdf for the
complete report. The following excerpts from the IEA Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technology Roadmap
appear courtesy of the IEA.
Key Findings
Cross-cutting opportunities offered by hydrogen and fuel cells:
• Hydrogen is a flexible energy carrier that can be produced from any regionally prevalent primary
energy source. Moreover, it can be effectively transformed into any form of energy for diverse enduse applications. Hydrogen is particularly well suited for use in fuel cells that efficiently use hydrogen
to generate electricity.
• Hydrogen with a low-carbon footprint has the potential to facilitate significant reductions in energyrelated CO2 emissions and to contribute to limiting global temperature rise to 2°C, as outlined
in the high hydrogen variant (2DS high H2) of the IEA Energy Technology Perspectives (ETP)
2°C Scenario (2DS). In addition, hydrogen use can lower local air pollutants and noise emissions
compared to direct fossil fuel combustion. By enabling continued use of fossil fuel resources for enduse applications under a 2DS, hydrogen production in combination with CCS can provide energy
security benefits and help maintain a diversified fuel mix.
• As an energy carrier, hydrogen can enable new linkages between energy supply and demand, in
both a centralised or decentralised manner, potentially enhancing overall energy system flexibility.
By connecting different energy transmission and distribution (T&D) networks, sources of lowcarbon energy can be connected to end-use applications that are challenging to decarbonise,
including transport, industry and buildings. In remote areas with little access to the power grid, these
connections can expand off-grid access to energy services while minimising emissions. Energy storage
and utilisation in transport, industry and buildings.
• Hydrogen is particularly useful as an energy carrier, because it allows low-carbon energy to be stored.
Small quantities of hydrogen with low-carbon footprint can be stored under restricted space and
weight requirements to enable long-distance, low-carbon driving using fuel cell electric vehicles
(FCEVs). Large quantities of hydrogen can be stored over long periods of time, facilitating the
integration of high shares of variable renewable energy (VRE) into the energy system for power
and heat. Hydrogen-based systems such as power-to-fuel, power-to-power or power-to-gas can be
employed to make use of VRE that would otherwise be curtailed at times when supply outstrips
demand.
• FCEVs can provide the mobility service of today’s conventional cars at potentially very low-carbon
emissions. Deploying a 25% share of FCEVs in road transport by 2050 can contribute up to 10%
of all cumulative transport-related carbon emission reductions necessary to move from an ETP 6°C
Scenario (6DS) to a 2DS, depending on the region. Assuming a fast ramp-up of FCEV sales, a selfsustaining market could be achieved within 15 to 20 years after the introduction of the first 10 000
FCEVs.
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• While the potential environmental and energy security benefits of hydrogen and fuel cells in
end-use applications are promising, the development of hydrogen generation, T&D and retail
infrastructure is challenging. For example, the risks associated with market uptake of FCEVs have
been a significant barrier to infrastructure investment. For each of the assumed 150 million FCEVs
sold between now and 2050, around USD 900 to USD 1 900 will need to be spent on hydrogen
infrastructure development, depending on the region. (Unless otherwise stated, all monetary values
are in 2013 USD.)
Key Actions in the Next Ten Years
Cross-cutting opportunities offered by hydrogen and fuel cells:
• Encourage fuel efficiency and low greenhouse gas emission technologies across all energy sectors
through market driven, technology- and fuel- neutral policies. A stable policy and regulatory
framework – including for example carbon pricing, feed in tariffs, fuel economy standards,
renewable fuel standards or zero-emission vehicle mandates – is important for raising market
certainty for investors and entrepreneurs.
• Stimulate investment and early market deployment of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies and
their infrastructure through effective policy support to bring down costs. National and regional
priorities should determine the value chains and the market barriers to be targeted.
• Continue to strengthen and harmonise international codes and standards necessary for safe and
reliable handling and metering of hydrogen in end-use applications.
• Keep up supporting technology progress and innovation by unlocking public and private funds for
R,D&D for key hydrogen technologies, such as fuel cells and electrolysers. Enhance the focus on
cross-cutting research areas, such as materials, that could play a transformative role in improving
performance. Where possible, promote projects with international cooperation to maximise the
efficiency of funding.
• Improve understanding of regionally specific interactions between different energy sectors through
integrated modelling approaches to quantify benefits of energy system integration.
• Where regionally relevant, accelerate activities directed at developing the capture and storage of
CO2 from fossil-derived hydrogen production into mature business activities. Energy storage and
utilisation in transport, industry and buildings.
• Prove on-road practicality and economics across the supply chain of FCEVs by putting the first
tens of thousands of vehicles on the road, along with hydrogen generation, T&D and refuelling
infrastructure, including at least 500 to 1,000 stations in suitable regions around the world, and
cross-border projects. Build upon deployment programmes in Europe, Japan, Korea and California
as well as the use of captive fleets.
• Engage international stakeholders from relevant industries as well as regional, national and
local authorities in developing risk-mitigation strategies, including the development of financial
instruments and innovative business models that de-risk hydrogen T&D and retail infrastructure
development for FCEV market introduction.
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• Increase the number of hydrogen-based energy storage systems suitable for integrating VRE and
collect and analyse performance data under real-life conditions.
• Establish regulatory frameworks that remove barriers to grid access for electricity storage systems
including power-to-fuel and power-to-gas applications. Where regionally relevant, establish a
regulatory framework for the blending of hydrogen into the natural gas grid.
• Increase data on resource availability and costs for hydrogen generation at national and regional
levels. Analyse the potential future availability of curtailed electricity for hydrogen production as
a function of VRE integration, other power system flexibility options and competing demands for
any surplus renewable electricity.
• Address potential market barriers where opportunities exist for the use of low-carbon hydrogen in
industry (e.g. in refineries).
• Extend information campaigns and educational programs to increase awareness-raising.
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TASK INK

PAST
Task 1 1977-1988

Collaborative R,D&D Theme

Thermochemical Production

Hydrogen Production and Integrated Hydrogen Systems Portfolios

Task 2 1977-1979

Current
Task 33 Local Hydrogen Supply for Energy Applications
Operating Agent: Dr. Øystein Ulleberg
• Held two expert meetings in 2014 and presented technology assessments, new concepts, plus
opportunities and barriers for local supply systems.
• A 2015 meeting will take place in Japan.
• Work will begin soon on the new subtask, Harmonization of Testing Protocols for Electrolysers.

High Temperature Reactors
Task 3 1977-1980

Assessment of Potential Future Markets
Task 4 1979-1988

Electrolytic Production
Task 5 1979-1983

Solid Oxide Water Electrolysis
Task 34 Biological H2 for Energy and Environment
Co-Operating Agents: Dr. Jun Miyake and Professor Alan Guwy
• The first Task 34 webinar was held 21 October 2014.
• A task meeting was held in conjunction with Asia Biohylinks Meeting on Biohydrogen and
Biorefinery (ABB) Symposium in Melaka, Malaysia in December 2014; a 2015 task meeting will
take place 21 September at the margin of the APEC-BPT/ABBS-2015 conference in Pingtung,
Taiwan.
Task 35 Renewable Hydrogen Production (Super Task)
Leader: Dr. Wilson Smith
• Sharepoint Site was built with home sites for each of the three current subtasks with functions and
operations introduced to subtask leaders.
• All three subtasks held international meetings within the last six months, and meeting summary
information was uploaded to the Sharepoint site.
• Recruitment of a broader expert base into Sharepoint activities is ongoing, with the PEC Subtask
ahead of the curve with dozens of active expert members of the Task 35 Sharepoint community.
• Artur Braun, an active leader in the PEC Subtask, and his research team at EMPA in Switzerland
received the Prestigious 2014 Foreign Policy Global Thinkers Award for their PEC innovations.
The award ceremony was held 17 November 2014 in Washington, D.C.
Opening Act
Marine Sector Task in definition
Task Organizer: Dr. Ingrid Schjølberg
• A new Marine Sector is in definition. The drivers for this research effort on the use of hydrogen
and fuel cells in marine vessels include: the potential for a reduction in fuel consumption;
decreased emissions; reduction in noise and vibration levels, and reduces maintenance
requirements.
• Task definition is expected to be substantially complete early in 2016 and a kick-off meeting is
anticipated by mid-year 2016.

Task 6 1979-1988

Photocatalytic Water Electrolysis
Task 7 1983-1992

Storage, Conversion and Safety
Task 8 1986-1990

Technical and Economic Assessment of
Hydrogen
Task 9 1988-1993

Hydrogen Production
Task 10 1995-1998

Photoproduction of Hydrogen
Task 11 1995-1998

Integrated Systems
Task 12 1995-2000

Metal Hydrides for Hydrogen Storage
Task 13 1999-2001

Design and Optimization
Task 14 1999-2004

Photoelectrolytic Production
Task 15 1999-2004

Photobiological Production
11
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Task 16 2002-2005

Hydrogen Storage Portfolio

Hydrogen from Carbon Containing Current
Materials
Task 17 2001-2006

Solids and Liquid State Storage
Task 18 2004-2009

Integrated Systems Evaluation
Task 19 2004-2010

Hydrogen Safety
Task 20 2004-2007

Hydrogen from Waterphotolysis
Task 21 2005-2010

Task 32 Hydrogen Based Energy Storage
Operating Agent: Dr. Michael Hirscher
• Task 32 was strongly represented at the MH2014 International Symposium on Metal-Hydrogen
Systems in Manchester. After the symposium, the task held a short meeting where presentations
were given by new experts, and reports were given on new developments from the working groups.
• The “long” task meeting took place January 2015 in Chamonix, France. The “shorter “ meeting
is scheduled for mid-July in Boston, MA, USA. The task will also be represented at the Gordon
Research Conference.
• A written proposal for a three year extension of Task 32 will be submitted in the summer of 2015,
as new developments in porous materials, new hydrides, new battery electrodes and heat storage for
concentrated solar thermal plants require further research.

Hydrogen Integration in the Existing Infrastructure
Closing

Biohydrogen Task 28 Infrastructure
Operating Agent: Dr. Marcel Weeda
Task 21 2010-2014

Biohydrogen and Bioinspired Hydrogen
Task 22 2007-2012

• The final report for Task 28 will be released shortly, pending final review. The task identified
commercial barriers, rather than technical barriers, as the most significant challenge to FCEV
market penetration.
• A successor task may take the form of an industry roundtable.

Fundamental and Applied H2 Storage
Materials Development Task 29 Distributed and Community Hydrogen
Operating Agent: Dr. Hiroshi Ito

Task 23 2007-2011

Small-Scale Reformers for On-site
Hydrogen Supply (SSR for H2)
Task 24 2007-2010

Wind Energy and Hydrogen Integration
Task 25 2007-2011

• Expert meeting held 18-20 November 2014 in Wellington, New Zealand.
• Subtask 3 carried out software analysis in order to evaluate techno-economic and environmental
aspects of each system. Through administration of questionnaires this subtask also investigated
regulatory and community aspects of each system. The DICSO-H2 model will summarize the
outcome of the four aspects for each of the three community categories: rural/island, urban and
industrial. The Subtask 3 nears completion.
• Subtask 4 completed matrix templates for market readiness and technology learning.
• The final task report for Task 29 is slated for completion in 2015.

High Temperature Production of
Hydrogen Opening Act
Task 26 2008-2011

WaterPhotolysis
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Mining Sector Task poised for definition
Task Organizer: Dr. Attilio Pigneri
• An initial task definition session will be held in conjunction with a Mining Workshop during the
WHTC on 14 October in Sydney, Australia.
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ANALYSIS THEME
Closing Act
Task 30 Global Hydrogen Systems Analysis
Co-Operating Agents: Dr. Susan Schoenung and Mr. Jochen Linssen
• The release of the Subtask A Global Resources Study is pending final
internal approval, which is expected shortly.
• The Subtask B Final Report is expected in 2015.

Task 27 2008-2011

Near-Term Market Routes to Hydroden
by Co-Utilization of Biomass as a
Renewable Energy Source with Fossil
Fuels
Task 31 2010-2013

Hydrogen Safety

Opening Act

CURRENT

Task 36 Life Cycle Sustainability Analysis (LCSA) of Hydrogen Energy Systems
Operating Agent

Task 28 2010-2013

• Kick-off meeting held in January in Spain.
• Subtask A – Addressing Environmental Challenges in LCA of Hydrogen Energy Systems will begin
with a literature review.
• Reviewed multiple chapters in the ETP.
• Dr. Yousef Alshammari, the first IEA HIA post-doctoral Fellow, has undertaken the literature
review.
• Power to Gas Task in Definition
• Task Organizer: Mr. Paul Lucchese
Coming Attractions
Power to Hydrogen (P2H)
• Preliminary approval at 72nd ExCo Meeting in Petten for new task with focus on value chain:
power to hydrogen and hydrogen to applications.
• Objectives: power to hydrogen and applications – systems analysis of techno-economic and
political conditions.
• Five subtasks proposed: Management and Communication; Mapping existing demo projects;
assessment of existing studies and legal frameworks; macro-economic analysis; case studies.
• 2015 task definition activities will culminate in in-person meeting on 10 September in Brussels.

AWARENESS, UNDERSTANDING AND
ACCEPTANCE
Current
Task 37 Hydrogen Safety
Operating Agent: Dr.Y. John Khalil
• Final approval at 72nd ExCo Meeting in February 2015 followed by March kick-off meeting in
Karlsruhe, Germany.
• Five subtasks: A -Integrated Hazards and Risk Assessment tool kit; B- Accident Scenarios
Development; C -Physical Effects; D - Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)/Human Factors; and
E - Materials Compatibility.
• Second 2015 task meeting will take place on 23 October in Tokyo after ICHS 2015 in
Yokohama, Japan.

Large Scale Hydrogen Delivery
Infrastructure
Task 29 2010-2013

Distributed and Community Hydrogen
Task 30 2010-2013

Distributed and Community Hydrogen
Task 32 2013-2016

Hydrogen-based Energy Storage
Task 33 2013-2016

Local Hydrogen Supply for Energy
Applications
Task 34 2014-2017

Biological Hydrogen for Energy and
Environment
Task 35 2014-2017

Renewable Hydrogen Production
Task 36 2014-2017

Life-Cycle Sustainability Assessment (LCSA)
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DIPLOTECH
The World Hydrogen Technology Convention (WHTC) 2015, organized by the Australian Association
of Hydrogen Energy (AAHE), will be held 11-14 October in Sydney, Australia. The 73rd IEA HIA
ExCo Meeting will also be held in Sydney, immediately following WHTC on 15 and 16 October.

DIPLOTECH AUTHORS
DENMARK:
COURTESY OF JAN K. JENSEN

Belgium is the newest member of the IEA HIA. The Government of Belgium has designated
WaterstofNet vzw as the Contracting Party. Belgium boasts a 1 MW fuel cell Solvay plant, and a fleet
of 14 buses, as well as fueling stations at Colruyt Halle and in Helmond. There is also an H-Mobility
Belgium initiative. A power to gas roadmap study is underway for Flanders.
Denmark reports the Conclusion of the national Danish Micro Combined Heat and Power project
(2006-2014 ) http://www.dmkv.dk/english/downloads.html. This project combined the competencies
of eight leading Danish energy companies in a single national consortium created to develop, test and
demonstrate micro combined heat and power units based on fuel cells. The consortium was backed
by the Danish Energy Agency; the Danish Ministry of Climate, Energy and Building; and the Danish
Parliament. The consortium viewed this project as an important step towards achieving the Danish target
of sustainable energy by 2020. Consequently, the Danish Micro Combined Heat and Power project
received a DKK 50 million federal grant in 2008.
The micro-CHP project was divided into three phases: 1) In the first phase, the most promising fuel cell
types and appliances were identified and laboratory tested; 2) In the second phase, micro-CHP units for
third-party installation were produced and tested at a limited number of sites;. 3) In the third phase, field
test were conducted on a larger number of units fueled either by natural gas (20 units) or by hydrogen
(30 units) from a dedicated hydrogen distribution grid. Low-temperature proton exchange membrane
(PEM), high-temperature PEM and solid oxide fuel cells were tested during the project. The project
participants included IRD, Topsoe Fuel Cell, Dantherm Power, SEAS-NVE, DONG Energy, the Danish
Gas Technology Centre and COWI. Project homepage: http://www.dmkv.dk/english/downloads.html
For the second time, a national meeting with presentations of IEA HIA and AFC projects was
organized by the Danish Energy Agency and DGC. The meeting was held on March 18th in
Copenhagen. Program and presentations may be found at http://www.ens.dk/ny-teknologi/teknologistrategier/brint-braendselsceller/praesentationer-temamoede-brint. The target groups for the national
meetings are Danish companies and academia active in hydrogen and fuel cells. Danish national
meetings focus on the opportunities for international collaboration and information exchange offered by
the IEA HIA and the AFC.

EUROPEAN COMMISSION:
COURTESY OF MARC STEEN

The EU has several energy initiatives that have been in the works for some time. The first of these
is the Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan Integrated Roadmap. The aims of the SET Plan are
to consolidate updated technology roadmaps of the SET plan and to propose research and innovation
actions designed to facilitate integration along several chains including: the innovation chain, the value
chain, the EU dimension, and the energy system.
The 2030 Framework for Climate and Energy set three specific targets including a 40% cut in GHG
emissions compared to 1990 levels, at least a 27% share of renewable energy consumption, and a 30%
improvement in energy efficiency compared to current projections. In order to meet these targets the
European Commission has proposed a reformed EU emission trading scheme (ETS), as well as new
indicators for competitiveness and security of the energy system and a new governance system based on
national plans for competitive, secure and sustainable energy.
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There are four main routes to a more sustainable, competitive and secure energy system
addressed in the 2050 EU Energy Roadmap: energy efficiency, renewable energy, nuclear
energy, and carbon capture and storage. These were analyzed through different scenarios and
resulted in several conclusions of note. First, decarbonizing the energy system is technically and
economically feasible. In the long run, all scenarios that achieve the emissions reduction target are
cheaper than continuation of current policies. Also, increasing RED share and using energy more
efficiently are crucial irrespective of the particular energy mix chosen. Earlier replacement of energy
infrastructure with low-carbon alternatives can avoid more costly changes in the future. Finally, a
multilateral European approach is expected to result in lower costs and more secure energy supplies
when compared to individual national schemes.
An investment package of 315 Billion Euros to revitalize European industry through investments
in energy infrastructure will serve as a guarantee to leverage private investments. This investment will
also focus on “low-hanging fruits” using innovative financing instruments.
The European Energy Union launched a new commission on 4 Feb. 2015 with five key priorities:
(1) ensuring security of supply for Europe, (2) deeper integration of EU national energy markets,
(3) reducing EU energy demand, (4) reducing carbon emissions from the energy sector, and (5)
promoting research and development in energy. Through this commission, the EU seeks to become
number one in renewable energy and the leader of the fight against global warming.
Fuel Cells and Hydrogen (FCH) 2 Joint Undertaking (JU) was adopted by the Council in July
of 2014. The evaluation results for the first 22 topics were completed in mid-February of 2015, and
the Annual Work Program was finalized in May of 2015. The FCH2JU Stakeholder Forum held
in November of 2014 had over 300 participants and a very positive atmosphere where research and
industry leaders showed equal interest in market introduction.
The Directive Alternative Fuels Infrastructure 2014/94/EU, which entered into force on 17 Nov.
2014, sets out alternative fuels strategy for long-term substitution of oil in transport by removing
technical and regulatory barriers across the EU and creating certainty for investors. Member States
will be expected to develop national policy framework for build-up of alternative fuels and necessary
infrastructure. This plan foresees the use of common technical specification for recharging and
refueling stations and sets requirements for fuel labelling to ensure vehicle/fuel compatibility.
The CEN-CENELEC, a business catalyst in Europe, has been given the mandate to develop
Alternative Fuel Infrastructure standards monitoring hydrogen refueling points, hydrogen purity,
fueling algorithms and equipment, and connectors for vehicles.
The Power to Hydrogen and HCNG Workshop was organized by JRC Petten with EARTO and
CEN-CENELEC and took place 20-21 October 2014. There were approximately 100 participants
from industry, research and policy fields investigating topics from power-to-hydrogen by electrolysis
to the impact of HCNG blends on materials and on the performance in end use applications. The
workshop conclusions on the many topics of discussion can be found in the final report online.
France will host the Conference of the Parties (COP21), also known this year as Climate
Paris 2015, from 30 November-11 December in Paris. The conference is produced by the UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC). The International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Report Climate Change 2014: Mitigation of Climate Change, the fifth IPCC assessment
report, contains no reference to hydrogen technologies.
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Europe’s largest fleet of hydrogen vehicles is now found in the Rhône-Alpes region courtesy of
the HyWay Program. It is part of the French H2 Mobility initiative and is supported by the regional
direction for environment (DREAL) of the Rhônes-Alpes region and by the French government via the
Agency for Environmental Protection and Energy (ADEME). On June 10 the first 21 vehicles and three
hydrogen refilling stations began operations.
HySafe participated in the April 2015 Hydrogen + Fuel Cells + Batteries exhibit at the Hannover Fair
(Messe) in Germany. This exhibit for Hydrogen + Fuel Cells + Batteries boasted 150 exhibitors. Andrei
Tchouvelev and Thomas Jordan, President and Vice-President of HySafe, both delivered public forum
presentations.
Germany nears completion of its ten year National Innovation Program Hydrogen and Fuel Cells
(NIP). The federal government supports continuation of this program under NIP 2, which will begin in
2016. See more NIP news under the Nationale Organisation Wassertoff und Brennstoffzellen (NOW).
On 17 and 18 June the Nationale Organisation Wasserstoff- und Brennstoffzellen (NOW) held a
review of its National Innovation Program (NIP) for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells. During the NIP
General Assembly, Dr. Klaus Bonhoff, Chairman of NOW, (NOW), identified two challenges that
NIP faces in the field of hydrogen and fuel cells: “The first is to provide some handle to the technically
mature products to be competitive in the commercial markets and to achieve their cost goals in the
next few years. And the second is that we should keep investing into a broad research and development
basis to bring more products to the market and to remain at the top of the global development.“
In New Zealand hydrogen based developments are focused on four main activities:.

NEW ZEALAND:
COURTESY OF JONATHAN LEAVER

The first is the UniQuad. This is a 3 kW hydrogen fuel cell powered quad bike with a 12 kWh Liion battery, independent electric hub drives and a self levelling suspension. It is being designed and
assembled at Unitec Institute of Technology in partnership with HydrogenNZ, Callaghan Innovation
and Astara and is due for completion in July 2015.
The second is the construction of a 700 bar mobile refueling station with 5 kg of on-board storage.
The project is led by Unitec Institute of Technology in partnership with HydrogenNZ and Callaghan
Innovation and is due for completion in 2016.
The third is the expansion of the capabilities of the multi-regional bottom-up techno-economic
system dynamics modelling software UniSyD that was developed at Unitec Institute of Technology
in partnership with Stanford University and the University of Iceland. The software simulates national
resource, energy and transport markets including hydrogen based vehicles in one easy to use package.
Country models have been completed for New Zealand (Figure 2) and Iceland and are under
development for Japan and Denmark.
The final activity is the Callaghan Innovation led installation of a hydrogen based renewable energy
system on Otutira Station farm near Taupo. The system is intended to provide motive power, heating
and cooking fuel using low pressure hydrogen storage.
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HYPOTHESIS XI will take place 6-9 September 2015 in Toledo, Spain, hosted by the European
Hydrogen Association (EHA). The World Hydrogen Energy Conference will take place 13-16 June
in Zaragoza, in 2016 hosted by the Spanish Hydrogen Association (AeH2).
From 30 June to 1 July Lucerne, Switzerland played host to the 5th European PEFC and H2 Forum
where IEA HIA Chairman, Dr. Stefan Oberholzer spoke about Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE)
initiatives and developments in Switzerland.
The UK Government recognises that hydrogen fuel cell vehicles (FCEVs), together with battery
electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles, have the potential to play a significant role in a lower carbon
automotive future. Hence in autumn 2014, up to £11 million of funding was made available to
support the roll-out of FCEVs in the UK. As part of this support, a grant scheme was launched
in February 2015 to provide capital funding from the Government to help establish an early
network of hydrogen refuelling stations (HRS) by the end of 2016. The scheme was open to bids
for both new HRS and for the refurbishment of existing HRS. On 27 March Ministers announced
that 7 new hydrogen projects would go ahead, with a £6.6 million investment which would see the
establishment of an initial network of 12 HRS. This includes new stations in Brentford and Croydon
and a new mobile station that will be used across the south of England, as well as upgrades to existing
hydrogen demonstrator stations.

UNITED KINGDOM:
COURTESY OF RAY EATON

The U.S. DOE held its 2015 Annual Merit Review (AMR) noon June 8 to June 12 in the
metropolitan Washington, D.C. area. While it is not a conference, this event is formidable source of
information about state of the art research in hydrogen and fuel cells. It is held at the same time every
year. Registration is free and all are welcome to attend.
On July 15, 2015 the California Air Resources Board (CARB) transmitted the 2015 Annual
Evaluation of FCEV Deployment and Hydrogen Fuel Station Network Development report, also
known as the June AB 8 report, to the California Energy Commission (CEC). Among the nine major
findings, the report concludes that FCEV deployment is expected to accelerate more rapidly than
previously projected, doubling between 2020 and 2021. Moreover, station deployments are largely
on track. By 2020, hydrogen demand from FCEVs may outpace fueling capacity of publicly funded
hydrogen stations.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR
On every front, 2015 has been a productive year so far, bustling with activity that includes:
completion/acceptance of key reports such as the IEA HIA End of Term Report 2009-2015 and IEA
HIA Strategic Plan 2015-2020, the Task 28 Infrastructure Report and the Task 30 Subtask A Global
Hydrogen Analysis; continued progress in ongoing tasks; and preparations for new research, e.g., our
P2H (Power to Hydrogen task).

DR. STEFAN OBERHOLZER,
IEA HIA CHAIRMAN

The IEA HIA is still celebrating Belgium’s accession to the Agreement. The Government of Belgium
has designated WaterstofNet as the Contracting Party. Belgium’s Executive Committee Representative
and Alternate are, respectively, Ir. Adwin Martens, Director of WaterstofNet, and Prof. dr. Ir. Joris
Proost from the Université catholique of Louvain.
The conditions are right for a renewed emphasis on promotion and outreach that supports our R&D
and analysis efforts. Our promotion and outreach plans include a special focus on infrastructure
development, which is making strides in several key global markets. The IEA HIA will keynote
at both WHTC 2015 in Sydney, Australia and the
International Conference on Hydrogen Safety (ICHS
2015) in Yokohama, Japan. We will also deliver a plenary
lecture at Hypothotysis XI. Moreover, for ICHS 2015, the IEA HIA is
once again a proud conference sponsor as in years past
(ICHS 2011 and ICHS 2013). See page 1 for a list of
IEA HIA promotion and outreach opportunities.
The 30 June IEA launch of the IEA Technology Roadmap for Hydrogen and Fuel Cells marked a
milestone for the greater hydrogen community. Clearly, the momentum for hydrogen technologies
is building.

DR. BJORN HAUBACK,
FORMER TASK 22 OA (LEFT)
TASK 32 OA,
DR. MICHAEL HIRSCHER (RIGHT)
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In human resource terms, the IEA HIA is blessed with a talented pool of experts and Operating
Agents (OAs). The work of Operating Agents, in particular, is absolutely critical to the success of
every task. At the conclusion of a task, the Executive Committee custom is to bestow an award on
our Operating Agents. Whenever possible, this occurs during an ExCo Meeting. But sometimes the
timing does not allow for presentation during an ExCo Meeting. Dr. Bjorn Hauback, former OA
for Task 22 – Hydrogen Storage – received his IEA HIA award during the banquet at the July 2015
Gordon Conference on Storage, which was attended by the greater community of hydrogen storage
experts. The award was presented by successor Task 32 OA Dr. Michael Hirscher. Dr. Eric Miller,
former OA for Task 26 – Advanced Materials for WaterPhotolysis for Hydrogen – received his award
from IEA HIA Manager Mary-Rose de Valladares in the Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
(EERE) Office at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).
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Dr. Steve Pearce, former IEA HIA ExCo representative from New Zealand, finally received an award
for his service when IEA HIA Manager Mary-Rose de Valladares participated in a Task 29 – DISCO
H2 Task Meeting and Outreach Seminar in New Zealand late last year. Steve’s contribution was very
worthy of recognition.
IEA HIA is also proud to report that Y. F. (John) Khalil of the United Technologies Research Center
(UTRC), Operating Agent for Task 37 – Safety – has been awarded the Institution of Chemical
Engineers (IChemE) Senior Moulton Medal for best technical and meritorious paper for his research
on experimental and theoretical investigations for mitigating NaAlH4 reactivity risks during postulated
accident scenarios involving exposure to air or water. The paper was published in Process Safety and
Environmental Protection.
Finally, we are pleased to announce the launch of the IEA HIA Fellowship. Our first Fellow is Dr.
Yousef Alshammari, who recently received his doctorate from Imperial College. Dr. Alshammari is
supporting Task 30 – Life Cycle Sustainability Analysis.
New task activity and final report approvals are expected in October at our 73rd ExCo Meeting in
Sydney, Australia. Please stay tuned for more news.
DR. STEVE PEARCE, FORMER IEA HIA
EXCO MEMBER, NEW ZEALAND

Stefan Oberholzer
Stefan Oberholzer,
IEA HIA Chairman
Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE)

DR. Y. JOHN KHALIL, TASK 37 OA (RIGHT)
DR. ANDREW JAMIESON, PRESIDENT
OF UK INSTITUTION OF CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING (LEFT)
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PETTEN, THE NETHERLANDS
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